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A time-dependent closure for the parallel viscous force is calculated in a bumpy cylinder magnetic
field geometry using a Chapman–Enskog-like approach. The calculation is valid for all times and
field modulations, and is expressed as a dynamic evolution in time. Two important applications are
presented: modification of the frequency-dependent electrical conductivity due to the interaction
between trapped and circulating particles, and the parallel flow evolution which can be extended to
axisymmetric geometries. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1899159g

I. INTRODUCTION

Most present day plasma confinement devices operate in
the low collisionality “banana” regime where the relevant
closure moment is the parallel stress tensor. The parallel vis-
cous force affects the dynamics of flows and is a drive in the
momentum equation. In particular, the electron viscous drag
in the parallel Ohm’s law introduces a modification of the
electrical conductivity. Also, in the total momentum balance,
the parallel flow is damped by this stress term. The equiva-
lent effect in tokamak geometry produces poloidal flow
damping.

The closure for the parallel viscous force has been cal-
culated assuming a steady state.1–4 Using the closures ob-
tained in the steady state calculation, the damping rate of the
poloidal flow in a toroidal plasma becomes comparable with
the ion-ion collision frequency. This conclusion seems to
violate the static assumption used to derive the closure.5

Various authors have addressed the time-dependent
problem6–10 both by a variational principle and using an ex-
pansion in Cordey eigenfunctions11 of the pitch-angle Cou-
lomb collision scattering operator. Flow damping rates are
estimated to be of the order of the ion collision frequency
times some power of the inverse aspect ratio when a large
aspect ratio limit is used.6–10

In this work, the dynamic case is approached in a differ-
ent way. The evolution of the parallel flow is found to be
more than a simple exponential and thus cannot be charac-
terized by a single damping rate. Instead of addressing each
stage of the evolution separately as a frequency-dependent
problem, the main objective here is to describe thetime evo-
lution of the parallel viscous force. This responds to the need
for a complete picture of the transition to the steady state and
the determination of the time scale on which an equilibrium
assumption is formally valid. The relaxation of the poloidal
flow occurs on a fairly fast time scalesabout the ion-ion
collision timed but is still relevant to some experiments, for
instance, just after a sawtooth crash12 and in
microturbulence.10

The procedure presented here is based on a Chapman–
Enskog-like approach13 which is described in Sec. II. In Sec.
III the drift kinetic equationsDKEd is stated and adapted to a
simplified magnetic field geometry. A perturbation technique
that provides a solution to the lowest order DKE is described

in Sec. IV and the closure is obtained in Sec. V. Sections VI
and VII give two relevant applications of the result: the
modification for the parallel electrical conductivity and the
evolution of the parallel/poloidal flow, respectively. A sum-
mary and concluding remarks are included in Sec. VIII.
Some details of the calculation leading to the frequency-
dependent closure are shown in Appendix A. The Laplace-
transform inversions for the closure and the flow evolution
are shown in Appendix B. Finally, heat flux effects are con-
sidered in Appendix C.

II. CHAPMAN–ENSKOG-LIKE APPROACH

In a Chapman–Enskog-like approach, the distribution
function of a system is assumed to be a dynamic, flow-
shifted and heat flow-shifted Maxwellian plus a smallscom-
pared with the equilibrium solutiond kinetic deviationF. In
most of this work, heat flux effects will be neglected for
simplicity sthey are discussed in Appendix Cd; thus, the dis-
tribution function for the system will be assumed to be14

f = fM + F, s1d

wherefM is a Maxwellian distribution function in the relative
velocity v=v8−V:

fMsv8,x,td = nS m

2pkT
D3/2

expF−
msv8 − Vd2

2kT
G . s2d

Herensx ,td is the number density,Vsx ,td the flow velocity,
Tsx ,td the temperature, andm the particle mass.

By the Chapman–Enskog hypothesis, the first three mo-
ments of the kinetic distortion vanish and the time depen-
dence of the distribution function is given through the varia-
tions in the thermodynamic variables in the Maxwellian.
Thus, for the present problem, the Chapman–Enskog ansatz
is subject to the constraint conditions

E d3vF = 0, E d3vvF = 0, E d3v
mv2

2
F = 0. s3d

By including the first three moments of the distribution
function in the Maxwellian part, the kinetic distortion does
not add terms to the density, momentum, and energy balance
equations. Neoclassical effects will appear in this formula-
tion through higher order moments ofF, in particular,
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P =E d3vmsvv − 1
3v2I dF, s4d

which gives rise to the effects that are of concern in this
work. The relevant closure which is the focus of this work is
the sflux-surface-averagedd parallel viscous forcekB ·= ·Pil;
it will be obtained from the solution of the drift kinetic equa-
tion as will be shown in the following section.

III. DRIFT KINETIC EQUATION

For a system of charged particles and independent vari-
ablesv , x, andt, the total time derivative on the left side of
the plasma kinetic equation is

df

dt
=

] f

]t
+ v · = f + F q

m
SE +

1

c
sV + vd 3 BD −

]V

]t
− sV

+ vd · = VG ·
] f

]v
. s5d

The distribution function given by Eqs.s1d–s3d can be intro-
duced in Eq.s5d and using the density, momentum, and en-
ergy balance equations the total time derivative of the distri-
bution function can be written in terms ofF. Using a model
collision operator that separates the effects onfM and F,
Wang and Callen13 recasted the kinetic equation in a formal
gyroaveraged evolution equation for the distortionF. The
full equation is not written here since only a simplified ver-
sion of it will be considered. Including heat flux effects in the
calculation is straightforward as shown in Appendix C. Thus,
neglecting all heat flux terms, Eq.s127d in Ref. 13 reduces to

]F

]t
+ svib + Vd · = F − CsFd = FSv'

2

2
− vi

2DG

+
vi

p
b · = · PiG fM , s6d

where the “flow drive” term is

G =
m

T
FV · = ln B −

1

B
b · = 3 sB 3 Vd + 2

3 = ·VG .

s7d

The approximate collision operator we consider is7

CsFd = n̄LsFd + o
l

PlFClsf ld +
lsl + 1d

2
n̄f lG , s8d

where Pl are Legendre polynomials with argumentsuvi /v u
=Î1−lB, l;m /E, and n̄;n' /2. The first term in Eq.s8d
accounts for pitch-angle scattering withL being the Lorentz
scattering operator. The second term contains the momentum
restoring termssrequired sinceL does not conserve momen-
tum by itselfd where

f l =
2l + 1

4 o
§
E

0

1/B dlB
Î1 − lB

PlsÎ1 − lBdf . s9d

Since the collision operator in Eq.s8d is expanded in
Legendre polynomials it only affects the pitch-angle depen-
dence of the first three harmonics of the distribution func-

tion. Because of this and the fact that the full Coulomb col-
lision operator is rotationally symmetric, the speedv can be
treated as a parameter in the DKE which simplifies its solu-
tion. Also, the series can be truncated atl =2 because the
higher order terms are smaller in the small mass ratio
expansion.15 Only the first three terms are required for the
proposed collision operator to conserve density, momentum,
and energy.16

A bumpy cylinder magnetic field model simplifies the
calculation of the kinetic distortionF while retaining the
effects of pitch angle scattering of particles in and out of
trapped space. The functional form of such a field can be
written as

Bs,d = Bmin + DB sin2p,

L
, s10d

whereDB=Bmax−Bmin;2Bmine and, is the axial length fol-
lowing the field line as it curves. Within the scale length of
interest, which is the periodicity length of the cylinderL,
only the magnetic field will be allowed to vary, retaining
only the¹iB effects.sThere are no radial drifts in an axisym-
metric bumpy cylinder magnetic field.d

In this simple configuration

= 3 sB 3 Vd = 0. s11d

Hence, the second term in the driveG is absent. For the last
term in Eq. s7d, a particle continuity equation is used. For
bounce time scales we have

0 .
]n

]t
= − n = ·V − V · = n, s12d

which leads to an incompressible flow to lowest order for
density constant along the magnetic field. As a consequence,
by noting that

= ·V = sB · = dSVi

B
D = 0, s13d

the incompressibility constraint can then be satisfied by de-
fining a parallel flow variableVis, ,td /Bs,d=Ustd on a given
magnetic flux surface.

Introducing these simplifications in Eq.s7d and using the
relation vib ·= sviBd=svi

2−v'
2 /2dB ·= ln B, the flow drive

term reduces to

Svi
2 −

v'
2

2
DG =

m

T
vib · = sviBdU. s14d

The DKE can then be written as

]F

]t
+ vib · = SF +

m

T
viBUfMD − CsFd =

vi

p
fMb · = · Pi.

s15d

Thus, the dynamic evolution of the kinetic distortion is
affected by spatial variations of both the kinetic distortion
and the free streaming flow of the circulating particles, and
collisions that can drive particles through a perpendicular
diffusion process into or out of the trapped region of velocity
space. The parallel viscous force is a source for the evolution
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of the unknown distributionF and hence will be present in
the solution. However, the Chapman–Enskog constraints
given in Eq.s3d will allow an expression to be obtained for
kB ·= ·Pil that has no explicit dependence onF.

IV. LOWEST ORDER SOLUTION FOR F

Equations15d is solved by a standard perturbation tech-
nique in the low collisionality banana regime where trapped
particles can complete their orbits before being scattered by
collisions. Then, the parametern* =n /e3/2vb is small and will
be used as an expansion parameter forF. In definingn* , n is
the collision frequency andvb is the bounce frequency. The
kinetic distortion is then expanded as follows

F = F0 + n*F1 + ¯ . s16d

Assuming the time derivative is of ordern* , the lowest order
DKE is

vib · = SF +
m

T
viBUfMD = 0. s17d

Since for the model magnetic field consideredb ·= =] /],,
the term in brackets cannot depend on,. Thus, the lowest
order distortion is given by

F0 = −
m

T
viBUfM + gsv,l,§,td. s18d

Here,g is an integration “constant,” which is a function of all
the variables of the system other than the length, over
which the integration was performed. The first term in Eq.
s18d represents the free streaming part ofF while the second
term is a collisional correction. The variable§ depends on
the direction in which the particles circulate and is defined as
§=vi / uviu.

To next order inn* the DKE is

]F0

]t
+ vib · = F1 − CsF0d = vi

1

p
b · = · PifM . s19d

Since vib ·=F1=vi]F1/],, application of the bounce-
averaging integral

R d,

vi

=5E0

L

d,/vi, untrapped particles

o
§
E

−,c

,c

d,/uviu, trapped particles,6 s20d

annihilates the first-order distortion in Eq.s19d. Here ±,c are
the turning points of the closed, trapped particle orbits where
vi→0. Thus, it is not necessary to solve forF1 since the
bounce-averaged first-order equation provides a constraint
that can be solved for the integration constant in the lowest
order solution.

For trapped particles, to take account of density conser-
vation at the tip of the bounce orbits we must havegts§d
=−gts−§d. Then, for gt even, we havegt=0 at ,c. Sinceg
does not depend on, , gt=0 for all values of,.

For circulating particles, the bounce-averaged complete
first-order DKE yields a differential equation forgc. When a
Laplace transform is taken, both energysspeedd and fre-

quency can be treated as parameters. The resulting equation,
which can be solved for the pitch-angle dependence inĝc, is

− iv
1

2K B
Î1 − lB

Lĝc − n̄
]

]l
lkÎ1 − lBl

]ĝc

]l

=
§v
2

Ŝsv,l,vd. s21d

Hats denote Laplace-transformed quantities with transform
variable −iv and the flux-surface-average is

kAl ; R d,

B
AYR d,

B
. s22d

In Eq. s21d l=2m /v2 is the pitch-angle variable and the
drives and initial conditions are included in the source term:

Ŝsv,l,vd ;
1

p
kB · = · Pi
ˆ lfM −

m

T
kB2lfMsivÛ + U0d

+
1

v
kB2lfC1sV̂d + n̄V̂g + fMK B

vi
Lg0sld. s23d

The flow-like variableV̂sv ,vd is defined as

V̂sv,vd ;
3

4o
§

§E
0

lc

dlĝc s24d

and U0;Ust=0d. The speed dependence ingcsl ,v ,t=0d is
arbitrary since the collision operator only operates on the
pitch-angle variable. Thus, it is conveniently chosen to be
separable inv , l as

gcsl,v,t = 0d ,
m

T
fMsvdg0sld

to match the rest of the terms in the source.9 Note that thel
dependence of the source is only through the initial pitch-
angle structure of the collisional correctiong0sld.

Morris et al.9 were the first to recognize that this should
be treated as an initial value problem. The collisional diffu-
sion into trapped space of a distribution of untrapped par-
ticles will depend stronglysat least for early timesd on how
close the initial distribution is located relative to the bound-
ary between the two types of particles. An initial distribution
of particles is expected to damp more rapidly if it is peaked
close tolc than if particles are introduced far away from the
trapped-circulating boundary, since then the portion of phase
space they have to diffuse through is larger.

Speed and pitch-angle variables can now be separated
using an eigenfunction expansion for the pitch-angle opera-
tor on the left side of Eq.s21d. The functionĝc is projected in
Cordey eigenfunctions as was done in Refs. 7–9:

ĝc =
§v
2 o

n=1

`

Ŷnsv,ivdLnsld. s25d

The l-dependent functionsLn are eigenfunctions of the or-
dinary differential equation
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d

dl
lkÎ1 − lBl

dLn

dl
= kn

d

dl
kÎ1 − lBlLn, s26d

wherekn are the eigenvalues and the orthogonality condition
is given by

E LnLm
]kÎ1 − lBl

]l
dl = dnmE Ln

2]kÎ1 − lBl
]l

dl, s27d

in which the integration is performed over circulating par-
ticle velocity space 0,l,lc.

Using Eqs.s26d and s27d, one can solve for the speed-
and frequency-dependent coefficients. The integration con-
stant in the solution forF can then be expressed in frequency
space as

ĝc = −
§

2o
n=1

` Fhn

f̂c

SV̂kB2l − kB2l1/2fM
v

n̄

m

T
f̂gD

+
m

T

v

n̄
fManG Ln

kn − iv/n̄
. s28d

The fraction of circulating particles is defined here as8

f̂ c ; f̂ csv,vd = o
n=1

`
gn

kn − iv/n̄
, s29d

and we analogously defined

f̂ g ; f̂ gsv,vd = o
n=1

`
xn

kn − iv/n̄
, s30d

where all the coefficients in the sums are defined in Appen-
dix A.

The viscous force, being a source in the differential
equation forĝc fEq. s21dg, is part of its solution through the

variable V̂. However, the Chapman–Enskog constraint that
the momentum moment of the small distortion from the

Maxwellian vanishes can be used to relateV̂ with the parallel

flow Û. Once this relation is determined, Eqs.s24d and s28d
can be combined to yield an expression forkB ·= ·Pîl in

terms of the flowÛ.

V. DYNAMIC CLOSURE FOR ŠB· = ·P¸
ˆ

‹

The solution for the kinetic correctionĝc obtained in the

preceding section still depends on the unknownkB ·= ·Pîl
through the variableV̂. The specific relation is given by Eq.
sA8d in Appendix A. However, the Chapman–Enskog ansatz

given in Eq. s3d can be used to expressV̂ in terms of Û.
Using this relation and the momentum conserving property
of the collision operator, the parallel viscous force can be

expressed in terms of the parallel flow variableÛ and the
initial conditions. The procedure is similar to that in Ref. 8
and is carried out in some detail in Appendix A.sAn alter-
nate, simpler procedure is to use only the pitch-angle part of
the Chapman–Enskog momentum constraint together with

the Laguerre polynomial expansion ofV̂ in the laboratory
frame where the momentum-conserving properties of the

collision operator are not needed. But it is not obvious in
such a procedure why only the pitch-angle part of the
Chapman–Enskog momentum constraint is used.d

The closure that is obtained can be written as

kB · = · Pi
ˆ l = nmkB2lfÛv̂svd + U0 + Ŷsvdg, s31d

which coincides with the result in Ref. 8 if initial conditions
are neglected. The first term shows the usual proportionality
between the viscous force and the parallel flow. The coeffi-
cient v̂svd is defined as

v̂svd =
m

T
E d3vn̄

v2

3

fM

n

f̂ t

f̂c

, s32d

where the fraction of trapped particles is

f̂ t = 1 −S1 −
iv

n̄
D f̂ c. s33d

The initial pitch-angle distribution is contained in the last
term which is defined as

Ŷsvd =
m

T
E d3v

v2

3

fM

n

f̂g

f̂c

. s34d

Note that for long times, when initial conditions are com-
pletely damped and can thus be neglected, one can use the
result8

fc ; f̂ csv = 0d = o gn

kn
=

3kB2l
4

E
0

lc ldl

kÎ1 − lBl
, s35d

and the steady state limit of Eq.s31d yields the standard
result

kB · = · Pil = nmmkB2lU. s36d

Here, the viscosity coefficientm=vs0d is definedsfor elec-
tronsd as17

me =
me

Te
E d3vn̄

v2

3

fM

ne
= fZ + Î2 − lns1 +Î2dg

f t

fc
ne, s37d

where f t;1− fc.
Equations31d is valid for any time scale ande sor aspect

ratiod, since no approximations have been introduced so far.
From it, a damping rate can be estimated numerically. For an
explicit time-dependent expression, neither an analytical nor
numerical Laplace inverse transform are trivial to perform
since the expression involves infinite sums of terms that de-
pend on integrals over thesnumerically generatedd eigen-
functions. Moreover, some of these infinite sums reside in
the denominator and thus should be calculated to high accu-
racy if all relevant poles of the response are to be found.

An analytical inversion of the Laplace transform in gen-
eral is not obtainable. However, for small field variations
sDB!Bmind an analytical solution can be obtained through a
power series expansion in the small parameterÎe. In order to
make such an expansion, we invoke the orderingf t,Îe
!1 used by various authors4,8 in both dynamic and static

situations. The relevant factors to be inverted aref̂ t / f̂ c and

f̂ g/ f̂ c, for which we propose the following expansions:
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f̂ t

f̂ c

. S1 −
iv

n̄
D f̂ t + S1 −

iv

n̄
D f̂ t

2 + ¯ , s38d

f̂ g

f̂c

. S1 −
iv

n̄
Ds1 + f̂ td f̂ g + ¯ . s39d

Introducing Eqs.s38d and s39d in the closure given by Eq.
s31d, a much simpler expression for the parallel viscous force
is obtained and the Laplace transform can be inverted term

by term. In particular, to lowest order inf̂ t we have

kB · = · Pil . nmkB2l 3
m

T
E d3v

v2

3

fM

n
n̄L−1HS1

−
iv

n̄
D f̂ tÛJ , s40d

in which L−1 is the inverse Laplace transform and initial
conditions have been neglected for simplicity but can be eas-
ily introduced using Eq.sB5d. After calculating the inverse
Laplace transform of the term in curly brackets in Eq.s40d
ssee Appendix Bd, the time-dependent closure for the parallel
viscous force in this smalle limit is

kB · = · Pil = kB2lmnE d3v
v2

3

fM

n
n̄ 3

m

THUstds1 − fcd

+
1

n̄

]Ustd
]t

s1 −o gnd

+ o gn

kn
skn − 1d2E

0

t dU

dt
e−n̄knst−tddtJ .

s41d

This equation exhibits the explicit behavior in time of
kB ·= ·Pil. The first term is proportional to the parallel flow
and will be dominant in the long time asymptotic limit. The
second term contains the time variation of the flow and is
important only for times of the order of 1/n̄. The last term
contains the time history through the convolution integral of
the time-dependent trapped particle fraction and the intrinsic
time dependence of the flow of circulating particles. To
higher order in this expansion, this last term develops a se-
ries in powers ofn̄t inside thesconvolutiond time integral.
For estimates of the coefficients in Eq.s41d see Eqs.
s51d–s54d below.

VI. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY

To obtain the modification of the electrical conductivity
caused by the parallel viscous forcekB ·= ·Pil, the bounce-
averaged parallel component of the momentum equation for
electrons is considered:

]

]t
kJiBl =

nee
2

me
kEiBl +

e

me
kB · = · Piel − nekJiBl. s42d

Calculating the Laplace tranform on both sides of Eq.s42d
and introducing the frequency-dependent closure given by
Eq. s31d yields anv-dependent electrical conductivity:

ŝsvd =
nee

2

mene

1

âesvd
, s43d

where

âesvd = 1 +
1

ne
fv̂svd − ivg s44d

and initial conditions have been neglected for simplicity.
The dynamic conductivity in Eq.s43d is valid for any

frequencystimed and magnetic field modulation. Once again,
the analytical process cannot be carried out further. However,
a numerical computation could give the frequency depen-
dence and upon taking the inverse Laplace transform, the
time evolution ofs to some appropriate accuracy.

To obtain the static limit, we have

aes0d = 1 +me/ne. s45d

The fraction of trapped and circulating particles can be esti-
mated forÎe!1 as f t.1.46Îe.4 Considering the value for
me s.1.53nef t / fc for hydrogenic ionsd in the smallÎe ap-
proximation, the usual correction to the static electrical con-
ductivity is obtained:

s =
nee

2/mene

1 + me/ne
=

nee
2

mene

1

1 + 2.24ÎDB/2Bmin

. s46d

For vÞ0 we consider the low and high frequency limits
of

âesvd . 1 +
f̂ tsv,ned

f̂ csv,ned
−

iv

ne
, s47d

where we are consideringn̄=ne for simplicity. Using the ex-
pansion in Eq.s38d, for v!ne we obtain

âesvd . 1 + f t −
v2

ne
2S2o gn

kn
2 − fcD −

iv

ne
S2f t + o gn

kn
2D .

s48d

Thus, for smallv the real part of the conductivity will decay
from the static limit as −sv /ned2 while the imaginarys“reac-
tive”d part grows asv /ne. The sums in Eq.s48d can be esti-
mated using the smalle approximation for the eigenfunctions
in terms of Legendre functions given in Ref. 11. That is,
since in thee=0 case the eigenfunctions are Legendre poly-
nomials, one can consider for smalle sRef. 11d

Ln , Pnn
, kn , nnsnn + 1d, s49d

where the indexnn is an integer plus a small correction pro-
portional toÎe:

nn = n + Î2e
4

p

G2s1 + n/2d
G2s1/2 +n/2d

. s50d

In this approximation, the relevant sums can be obtained and
are shown below:

o gn . 1 − 2.93e3/2 + Ose2d, s51d

o gnkn . 1 + 1.48Îe + Osed, s52d
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o gn

kn
. 1 − 1.48Îe + Osed, s53d

o gn

kn
2 . 1 − 23 1.48Îe + Osed. s54d

Figure 1 shows the frequency dependence of the electrical
conductivity using this expansion.

For high frequencies wherev.ne, thev-dependent fac-
tor in the conductivity can be expressed as

âesvd . 2 +o gnskn − 2d −
ne

2

v2 o gnkn −
iv

ne
F2 −o gn

+
ne

2

v2 o gns1 − 2kndG . s55d

In this limit, the real part ofŝsvd decreases assne/vd2. The
imaginary part also decreases, but at a slower rates,ne/vd,
and both asymptote to zero as shown in Fig. 2. Since in Eqs.
s48d–s55d a smallsor larged v /ne is considered after a small
Îe assumption, what is considered as a smallsor larged fre-
quency is to be compared with the magnitude of the field

modulation. That is, the high frequency asymptotic behavior
is expected to be seen only forv /ne@1/Îe.

Note that in the static, low frequency limit, the effects of
trapped particles are present forv=0. On the other hand, as
v→` sinitial timesd there are no significant trapped particle
effects. Figures 3 and 4 show the effects ofe on the real and
imaginary parts ofŝsvd. It can be shown, using the estimates
in Eqs.s51d–s54d, that

Refŝsvdg , H1 +OsÎed + OsÎedsv/ned2, v ! ne

f1 +OsÎedgsne/vd2, v @ ne,
J

s56d

Imfŝsvdg , Hf1 +OsÎedgv/ne, v ! ne

f1 +Ose3/2dgne/v, v @ ne.
J s57d

These relations are qualitatively consistent with the behavior
shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

VII. FLOW EVOLUTION

With the closure for the parallel viscous force obtained
previously in Eq.s31d, the evolution of the parallel flow can

FIG. 1. Real and imaginary parts ofŝ /sr in the low frequency range for
e=0.1.

FIG. 2. Asymptotic decay ofŝ /sr in the high frequency range fore=0.1.

FIG. 3. Real part ofŝ /sr for various values ofe as a function ofv.

FIG. 4. Imaginary part ofŝ /sr for various values ofe as a function ofv.
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be calculated as an initial value problem. Two schemes are
considered: the parallel flow damping within the bumpy cyl-
inder model, and an extension to an axisymmetric geometry
and thus to the time dynamics of the poloidal flow in a mag-
netically confined toroidal plasma.

The simplicity of the one-dimensional, bumpy cylinder
magnetic field model permits a full calculation of the parallel
flow dynamics including effects of initial conditions. Con-
sider the total flux-surface-averaged momentum equation for
the plasma

mnkB2l
]Ustd

]t
= − kB · = · Pil. s58d

Since the time dependence of the left side is of interest, we
start by again taking a Laplace transform and work from the
full frequency-dependent closure in Eq.s31d as follows

fv̂svd − ivgÛstd = − Ŷsvd. s59d

Considering the smallÎe approximation in Eqs.s38d and

s39d for v̂ and Ŷ, we have

v̂ .
m

T
E d3vn̄

v2

3
S1 −

iv

n̄
D f̂ t

fM

n
, s60d

Ŷ .
m

T
E d3v

v2

3

fM

n
S1 −

iv

n̄
Ds1 + f̂ td f̂ g. s61d

Solving for Û in Eq. s59d at this point would lead again
to infinite sums in the denominator. Instead, the inverse
Laplace transform can be taken on both sides and after some
manipulationssee Appendix Bd one obtains an inhomoge-
neous integral equation forUstd:

Ustd = hstd +E
0

t

Kst;tdUstddt. s62d

This equation gives the time evolution of the parallel flow
and has “memory” of the localization of the initial distribu-
tion relative to the boundary with trapped particle space. The
functionshstd andKst ;td in Eq. s62d are defined in Appendix
B.

The analysis for the bumpy cylinder can also be em-
ployed for a toroidal magnetic field. For the dynamic evolu-
tion of the “parallel” flow in an axisymmetric configuration
the initial distribution in the pitch-angle variable is not taken
into account for simplicity. In this configuration, the mag-
netic field can be written as

B = BTẑ + BPû, s63d

whereBT andBP are the components of the magnetic field in
the toroidalszd and poloidalsud directions, respectively.

To apply the model developed in the previous sections to
this geometry some modifications have to be introduced. In
such a configuration, the field modulations along a field line
are not unidimensional. That is, the relevant flow variable to
be considered is the poloidal flow defined by17

Uusc,td ;
V · = u

B · = u
=

Vi

B
+

I

B2Sdf

dc
+

1

nq

dp

dc
D , s64d

where the first term is due to the parallel flow velocity and
the second is due to the perpendicular flows in the plasma,
which to lowest order in gyroradius are a combination of the
E3B and diamagnetic flows:

V' =
E 3 B

B2 +
B 3 = p

nqB2 . s65d

In Eq. s64d we have usedE=−=f and c is the poloidal

magnetic flux function defined byBPû; =z3 =c.
From the parallelsto Bd momentum balance, an evolu-

tion equation forUu will include a contributions~q2d from
the toroidal flow:5

nms1 + 2q2d
]Uu

]t
= −

kB · = · Pil
kBP

2l
+ 4pK ]f8

]t
L , s66d

where the safety factor is defined asq=eBT/Bp in which now
e; r /R0!1 is the inverse aspect ratio.

The closure in Eq.s31d may now be introduced. In this
problem parallel stress damps the poloidal component of the
parallel flow since toroidal momentum is only damped by the
shigher orderd perpendicular stress. With the flux surface av-
erage in this case being defined as

kAl ; R duAsud
B · = u

YR du

B · = u
, s67d

one can write

kB · = · Pi
ˆ l = nmkB2lfÛuv̂svd + Uu0g. s68d

Once again, Eqs.s60d and s61d can be used to obtain an

approximate closure to lowest order inf̂ t. Introducing this
closure in Eq.s66d yields

F kB2l
kBP

2l
v̂svd − ivs1 + 2q2dGÛu = Fs1 + 2q2d −

kB2l
kBP

2lGUu0

+
4p

nm
K ]f8

]t
L , s69d

and taking the inverse Laplace transform on both sides yields
the integral equation

Uustd = hustd +E
0

t

Kust;tdUustddt, s70d

wherehustd and Kust ;td are defined in Appendix B. Using
the approximation described in Sec. VI, the asymptotic limits
of the poloidal flow evolution for short and long times can be
inspected. Fort!1/n̄, Eq.s70d can be roughly approximated
by

Uustd . tKust;tdUustd, s71d

where we have assumed the initial condition is already
damped. Then the characteristic damping time is initially
given bytp.1/Kust ; td which yieldsssee Appendix Bd
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1/tp .
0.51

e

m

T
E d3vn̄

v2

3

fM

n
. s72d

The numerical result in Eq.s72d is similar to the estimate for
the damping rate in Ref. 8 for this limit. This result is also
obtained in Ref. 10 when taking a time average including the
transient behavior due to the initial perturbation.

In the presentÎe!1 expansion, in addition to the damp-
ing ratenp there is a small oscillatorysvrd response.8 It can
be recovered by writingiv=np+ ivr and expandingvsvd
about the damping rate assumingnp@vr. By taking account
of the Landau-type pole8 in the denominator offc and equat-
ing the imaginary parts one obtains an imaginary component
of the frequencyvr. This effect contributes slight oscillatory
responses inkB ·= ·Pil and in the kernels of the time-history
integrals in Eq.s70d. This feature of the flow evolution is
neglected in this paper because we are concentrating on the
dominant, damping effect of the parallel viscosity.

For long times, in recovering the static limit, one can
rewrite the flow evolution as

Uustd . UustdE
0

t

Kust;tddt, s73d

and thus, the characteristic damping rate is obtained from

E
0

t

Kust;tddt = 1. s74d

In the smalle approximation the damping ratenp for the
static calculation is obtainedssee Appendix Bd:

np .
0.31
Îe

m

T
E d3vn̄

v2

3

fM

n
. s75d

This result clearly violates the static assumption, as pointed
out by other authorsssee, for example, Refs. 5 and 9d.

VIII. SUMMARY

A simple inhomogeneous magnetic field model has been
used to calculate the time-dependent kinetic closure for the
parallel viscous forcekB ·= ·Pil in the banana collisionality
regime. This model retains the effect of trapped particles and
can be extended to more complicated geometries.

The calculation was carried out using the Chapman–
Enskog-like approach developed by Wang and Callen.13

However, the same results should be able to be obtained
using the standard approach in neoclassical theory. The same
frequency-dependent closure was obtained before using the
usual method while not considering initial conditions.6,8 By
treating Eq.s3d in Ref. 8 as an initial value problem and
taking a formal Laplace transform, the time-dependent clo-
surefEq. s41dg should be obtainedsin the large aspect ratio
cased when the inverse transform is calculated. Also, Shaing
showed the equivalence of this method and the traditional
one in Ref. 4 for the static case in Ref. 18.

In carrying out the calculation, a formal Laplace trans-
form is introduced which retains the initial value character of
the problem. Further analytic progress can be made by em-
ploying an expansion for small field modulations. In such a

case, the inverse Laplace transform can be calculated to any
order both analytically and numerically. The key result, Eq.
s41d, is an explicit time-dependentclosure for the parallel
viscous force which may be useful in numerical codes as
well as for the theoretical modeling of fast phenomenast
&1/nd.

The evolution of the driven parallel/poloidal flow in the
expressions obtained are described by integral equations
which are still to be evaluated or solved. The results obtained
here have various applications that are yet to be exploited.
For example, they can be used to explore the dynamics of the
transition of the perpendicular dielectric from regular
Alfvénic to enhanced neoclassical regimes19 and for the ef-
fects of flow dynamics on neoclassical tearing modes.20

Extension of these various results to include heat flux
effects are given in Appendix B. These extensions are re-
quired to obtain net electrical conductivity and poloidal flow
damping effects that are not just correct to within about a
factor of 2, but instead are within about the 1/ lnL,7%
intrinsic accuracy of the Coulomb collision operator.
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APPENDIX A: CLOSURE FOR ŠB· = ·P¸
ˆ

‹

In this Appendix, the closure given in Eq.s31d is ob-
tained from the solution forĝc obtained in Sec. V. To sim-

plify the notation we introduce the driveD̂sv , ivd defined as

D̂sv,ivd ;
fM

p
kB · = · Pi
ˆ l −

m

T
kB2lfMsivÛ + U0d

+
1

v
kB2lfC1sV̂d + n̄V̂g, sA1d

which contains thel-independent terms on the right side of
Eq. s21d. Using Eqs.s26d ands27d, the speed dependence in
the expansion forĝc can be written as

Ŷn = −
1

n̄
F hnD̂

kn − iv/n̄
+

m

T
fM

an

kn − iv/n̄
G . sA2d

The coefficientshn andan are calculated from

hn =

E
0

lc

Lndl

E
0

lc

Ln
2 ]

]l
kÎ1 − lBldl

, sA3d

an =

E
0

lc

dlK B

vi
Lg0sldLn

E
0

lc

Ln
2 ]

]l
kÎ1 − lBldl

. sA4d

The flow variableV̂, given by its definition in Eq.s24d, is
thus
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V̂ =
v

n̄

1

kB2l
S f̂ cD̂ + kB2l1/2fM

m

T
f̂gD , sA5d

where the definitions forf̂ c and f̂ g are those in Eqs.s29d and
s30d where

gn = −
3

4
kB2lhnE

0

lc

dlLn sA6d

and

xn = −
3

4
kB2l1/2anE

0

lc

dlLn. sA7d

Substituting the driveD̂ from Eq.sA1d in Eq. sA5d we obtain

a relation betweenV̂ and kB ·= ·Pîl:

n̄

v

T

m
V̂S 1

f̂ c

− 1D =
fM

nm
kB2l−1kB · = · Pi
ˆ l −

CsV̂d
v

− SivÛ

+ U0 + kB2l−1/2 f̂ g

f̂c

D fM . sA8d

Calculating the momentum moment of Eq.sA8d and using
the momentum conserving property of the collision operator,

ed3vvC1sV̂d=0, we obtain

kB · = · Pi
ˆ l = mnkB2lHE d3v

v
3

n̄V̂S 1

f̂ c

− 1D + ivÛ + U0

− kB2l−1/2m

T
E d3v

v2

3

fM

n

f̂g

f̂c

J . sA9d

To find a relation betweenV̂ andÛ, we assume thatV̂ can be
expanded in Laguerre polynomialssL0

3/2=1,L0
3/2=5/2

−mv2/2T,…d as8

V̂svd =
m

T

fM

n
vo

n

V̂nLn
3/2. sA10d

Using the constraint that the parallel momentum moment of

F̂0 has to vanish one can obtainV̂0=Ûn. This is the only
relevant term in the approximation considered here since we
are neglecting higher order terms inLn

3/2. Introducing this
relation in Eq.sA9d, the closure given in Eq.s31d is obtained.

APPENDIX B: INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORMS

In this Appendix the inverse Laplace transform of the
frequency-dependent closure and the parallel and poloidal
flow evolution equations are developed in some detail. For
the parallel stress, the term in curly brackets in Eq.s40d can
be inverted term by term:

L−1h f̂ tj = o skn − 1dn̄gne
−knn̄t + s1 −o gnddstd. sB1d

Defining the integralInstd=e0
t dte−knn̄st−tdUstd, the convolu-

tion with the parallel flow variable is

L−1h f̂ tÛj = s1 −o gndUstd + n̄ o gnskn − 1dInstd, sB2d

and the triple convolution can be calculated as follows:

L−1H−
iv

n̄
f̂ tÛJ =

1

n̄
s1 −o gndS ]Ustd

]t
+ U0dstdD

+ o gnskn − 1dfUstd − knn̄Instdg. sB3d

Putting these results together we have

L−1H f̂ t

f̂ c

ÛJ .
1

n̄
s1 −o gndS ]Ustd

]t
+ U0dstdD + f1

+ o gnskn − 2dgUstd − o gnskn

− 1d2n̄Instd, sB4d

which, after some manipulation, leads to the dynamic closure
in Eq. s41d for t.0.

To obtain the time evolution of the parallel flow variable,
the inverse Laplace transform is calculated on both sides of
Eq. s59d. For the right side, using Eq.s39d and the previous
results one can obtain

L−1H f̂ g

f̂c

J . o
m,n
Hdstdgnxm − n̄skm − 1de−kmn̄tFsxmgn

+ xngmd − n̄xmgnskn − 1dE
0

t

en̄tskm−knddtGJ .

sB5d

To eliminate thed functions, a time integral is taken on both
sides and after a simple calculation one can solve forUstd.
Equations62d is obtained for which we define the inhomo-
geneous term and the integration kernel as follows:

hstd =
1

so gm − 2d E d3v
m

T

v2

3

fM

n
o
m,n
Hxngm

kmkn
− skm

− 1d
xmgn

km
e−kmn̄tFS1 +

xngm

knxmgn
D − n̄skn

− 1dE
0

t

en̄tskm−knddtGJ , sB6d

Kst;td =
1

so gm − 2d E d3vn̄
m

T

v2

3

fM

n
H1 +o gm

km
fskm

− 1d2e−kmn̄st−td − 1gJ . sB7d

For the toroidal geometry, the inverse Laplace transform
of each term in Eq.s69d is calculated as before. A time inte-
gral has to be calculated in this case also and one can obtain
Eq. s70d where the inhomogeneous term and kernel are de-
fined by

hustd = aFS1 + 2q2 −
kB2l
kBP

2lDUu0 −
4p

nm
kf8std − f08lG ,

sB8d
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Kust;td = − a
kB2l
kBP

2l
m

T
E d3vn̄

v2

3

fM

n
H1 −o gn

kn
f1 + skn

− 1d2e−knn̄st−tdgJ , sB9d

and the factora for both expressions is

a = F1 + 2q2 +
kB2l
kBP

2l
s1 −o gndG−1

.
kB2l
kBP

2l
s1 −o gnd ,

sB10d

where the second line is valid for smalle. Using Eq.sB14d
and the values in Eqs.s51d–s54d, the kernel of integration
Kust ; td,1/tp for the t!n̄ case in Sec. VII is

Kust;td . S0.51

e
− 2.69Dm

T
E d3vn̄

v2

3

fM

n
. sB11d

In the long time case, for the static limit at the end of
Sec. VII we have, fore0

t Kust ;tddt=1,

t − o gn

kn
Ft +E

0

t

skn − 1d2e−knn̄st−tddtG = 1 −o gn,

sB12d

or, solving fort=tp,

tp . S Îe

0.31
DY m

T
E d3vn̄

v2

3

fM

n
, sB13d

which yields the damping rate in Eq.s75d and the factora for
both expressions, which is

a = F1 + 2q2 +
kB2l
kBP

2l
s1 −o gndG−1

.
kB2l
kBP

2l
s1 −o gnd ,

sB14d

where the second line is valid for smalle. Using Eq.sB14d
and the values in Eqs.s51d–s54d, the kernel of integration
Kust ; td,1/tp for the t!n̄ case in Sec. VI is

Kust;td . S0.51

e
− 2.69Dm

T
E d3vn̄

v2

3

fM

n
. sB15d

In the long time case, for the static limit at the end of
Sec. VII we have, fore0

t Kust ;tddt=1,

t − o gn

kn
Ft +E

0

t

skn − 1d2e−knn̄st−tddtG = 1 −o gn,

sB16d

or, solving fort=tp,

tp . S Îe

0.31
DY m

T
E d3vn̄

v2

3

fM

n
, sB17d

which yields the damping rate in Eq.s75d

APPENDIX C: HEAT FLUX EFFECTS

To include heat flux effects, the distribution function to
be considered in the Chapman–Enskog procedure is an equi-
librium flow and heat-flux shifted Maxwellian plus a small
kinetic distortion:

f = fMF1 +
m

T
v ·S 2

5nT
qDL1

3/2G + F, sC1d

where fM is defined in Eq.s2d. In this case, the recast DKE
includes two extra terms and, upon defining a parallel heat-
flux variableQscd=q ·B /B2 to satisfy heat-flux incompress-
ibility, can be written as17

dF

dt
+ vib · = FF +

m

T
viBSU −

2

5p
QL1

3/2D fMG = CsFd

+
vi

p
fMSb · = · Pi +

2

5
L1

3/2b · = · UiD . sC2d

In Eqs.sC1d and sC2d, L1
3/2=5/2−x is the Laguerre polyno-

mial in the usual variablex=v2/vt
2 and the heat stress tensor

is given by

U =E d3vmsvv − 1
3v2I dL1

3/2f . sC3d

Solving Eq.sC2d to lowest order as done previously in Sec.
IV the lowest order distortion is obtained:

F0 = −
m

T
viBSU −

2

5p
QL1

3/2D fM + gsv,l,§,td. sC4d

Calculating the annihilator defined in Eq.s20d in the next
order DKE and taking a Laplace transform as before, one
obtains a differential equation forĝ for circulating particles
similar to Eq.s21d. The l-independent drives in the source
now include extra terms due to the heat-flux contribution

D̂sv,ivd ; SkB · = · Pi
ˆ lL0

3/2 +
2

5
kB · = · Ui
ˆ lL1

3/2D fM

+
1

v
kB2lfC1sĝ1d + n̄ĝ1g −

m

T
kB2lfMFivSÛL0

3/2

−
2

5p
Q̂L1

3/2D + SU0L0
3/2 −

2

5p
Q0L1

3/2DG . sC5d

Thus, the structure of the solution for the integration constant
in the lowest order solution in the same as beforefEq. s28dg.
The extra terms appear when one substitutes the driveD̂
given by Eq.sC5d into Eq. sA5d.

In this case, in order to obtain the closures forkB ·= ·Pîl
and kB ·= ·Uîl we generalize the conditions used before by
requiring

E d3vvLi
3/2C1sV̂d = 0 sC6d

and
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E d3vLi
3/2viF̂ = 0 sC7d

for i =0, 1. Proceeding as in Appendix A and calculating one

more term in the expansion forV̂, namely,V̂1=−s2/5TdQ̂,
one can show that the closures are given by

kB · = · Pi
ˆ l = nmkB2lSÛv̂00 −

2

5p
Q̂v̂01 + U0 + Ŷ0D ,

sC8d

and

kB · = · Ui
ˆ l = nmkB2lSÛv̂01 −

2

5p
Q̂v̂11 −

1

p
Q0 + Ŷ1D .

sC9d

Here v̂i jsvd are the “viscosity coefficients”ffor v̂i js0d=mi j

numerical values see Ref. 17g. Both v̂i jsvd and Ŷisvd are
obvious generalizations of the coefficients defined in Eqs.
s32d and s34d:

v̂i jsvd =
m

T
E d3vn̄

v2

3

fM

n
Li

3/2Lj
3/2 f̂ t

f̂ c

, sC10d

Ŷisvd =
m

T
E d3v

v2

3

fM

n
Li

3/2 f̂ g

f̂c

. sC11d

Thus, the frequency dependent closure, including heat-
flux effects, can be expressed as a matrix equation as fol-
lows:

FkB · = · Pi
ˆ l

kB · = · Ui
ˆ l

G = nmkB2lFv00 v01

v01 v11
G3 Û

−
2

5p
Q̂4

+ 3 U0 + Y0svd

−
1

p
Q0 + Y1svd 4 . sC12d

In order to obtain the heat-flux correction to expressions43d,
we use the moment approach.4 This is, taking the momentum
and heat-flux momentssi.e., med3vviLi

3/2 for i =1, 2d of the
kinetic equation yields a matrix equation for the evolution of
Vi andqi. The parallel component of these balance equations
for electrons can be written in matrix form as

d

dt
F ViB

− qiB/p
G = −

e

me
FEiB

0
G − nefLgF ViB

− 2qiB/5p
G

+
1

neme
FB · = · Pie

B · = · Uie
G , sC13d

whereL denotes the 232 matrix containing the usual4 elec-
tron friction coefficients Li j

e. When a bounce average is cal-

culated and the closuresC12d is introduced, the Laplace
transform of Eq.sC13d can be written as

FkEiBl
0

G .
mene

nee
2 fFg3 kJiBl

2e

5Te
kqiBl 4 , sC14d

where we defined

fFg = fLg + Fsv00 − ivd/ne v01/ne

v01/ne sv11 − 5iv/2d/ne
G . sC15d

Thus, the electrical conductivity in this more precise ap-
proximation can be calculated as

ŝsvd . S F22

F11F22 − F10
2 Dsr . sC16d

For the parallel flow damping correction, we generalize the
quantities in Eqs.sB6d and sB7d by introducing Li

3/2 ffor
hstd→histdg andLi

3/2Lj
3/2 ffor Kst ;td→Kijst ;tdg in the veloc-

ity space integrals. Doing so and proceeding as in the last
part of Appendix B one can write the evolution for the flow
including heat flux effects as an integralsmatrixd equation as
follows

3 Ustd

−
1

p
Qstd 4 = Fh0

h1
G +E

0

t FK00 K01

K10 K11
G3 Ustd

−
2

5p
Qstd 4dt.

sC17d
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